The Pressly Forum

Scheduled Speakers

2013 - 2014

November 6, 2013  12:00 - 1:00  Prof. Steven Mansbach
“Riga’s Capital Modernism”

February 5, 2014  12:00 - 1:00  Prof. Maryl Gensheimer
“Social Binaries and Spectatorship: The Role of Bathing in the Formation and Maintenance of Roman Social Networks.”

March 5, 2014  12:00 - 1:00  Prof. June Hargrove
“*Gloria Victis*. War Monuments from the *Defense* to the *Revanche*”

April 2, 2014  12:00 - 1:00  Prof. Anthony Colantuono
"Titian's Andrians: New Evidence from the Madrid Drawings."